Villa is a popular choice for training tables and workstations. Its non-sequential Daisy-Chain option offers the freedom to reconfigure furniture in any space without the need to connect tables in any specific order.
V I L L A

Power/Data Details

• Choose 2 power receptacles/2 data openings*, 2 power receptacles/2 data openings*/2 charging USB, or 2 power receptacles/2 RJ45-CAT6 jacks
• Includes 6-foot or 9-foot power cord
• Convenience power outlet on underside of unit for linking with other units
• USB charging ports are 2.1 amp
• Painted steel available in black or silver powder coat
• Hardwire option available as special
• UL Listed

*Data openings are for keystone data jacks only, and should be purchased independently.

Recommended Table Cutout:
3.06’ x 5.31’